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As a resident of Eugene, OR, I must admit that I was eagerly waiting for the opening of Trellis Clothing Boutique and I am also so proud of the success you guys have had with the store so 
far. Since Trellis sells such amazing, fashionable and reliable clothes, I believe that so many more consumers need to be aware of this fabulous boutique. 



Presented by: Andrea Blythe

Trellis Clothing Boutique

Social Media Strategy

That’s why I have prepared for you a Social Media Strategy to help expand your business to the level I believe it should be. My name is Andrea Blythe and I am also so honored to be here to 
share with you, my ideas.



But WHY do you need ME?

Fashion is a fast 
paced industry.

Competing business 
already use social 
media to connect to 
consumers.

More 
communication.

- Fashion is a fast-paced industry, making it a natural outlet for social media. Fashion junkies can use social media to learn about trends, events and news instantly in the fashion industry 

without having to wait for his or her monthly Vogue magazine to arrive in the mail. 

- Trellis faces competition with other designer lines that have already used social media to promote their brand.  Many of these companies utilize social media to connect with its customers by 

commenting on the newest trends, offering fashion advice and sharing stories.

- Companies also take advantage of social media as a marketing tool to create brand loyalty and offers incentives with promotions, contests and discounts. As a communication tool, stores 

can reach more customers through social media and learn about personal opinions, good or bad, involving the brand.

- Companies also take advantage of social media as a marketing tool to create brand loyalty and offers incentives with promotions, contests and discounts. As a communication tool, stores 

can reach more customers through social media and learn about personal opinions, good or bad, involving the brand. 

-Not only will social media provide these consumer advantages with easily accessible information , but Trellis will be able to reach a wider demographic and increase sales by expanding its 

market to the online community.  Utilizing social media to provide content on the history of Trellis and its brands will appeal to customers and increase customer loyalty to the store. Trellis 

shoppers can communicate their opinion of the store as well, which creates a more reliable third party opinion.



Target 
Audiences

- Wealthy females age 
30- 50, who are either 
beginning their career, 
motherhood, or both.

- College students, age 
18-25, who either have 
income from parents or 
a part-time job.

- The Trellis Boutique prides itself in the ability to provide clothing to everyone of all ages. The Trellis Boutique sells items such as jeans, tops, hats, jewelry and other fun items that target a 

market audience of stylish females age 16 to 60

- The first target audience for this social media campaign is wealthy females age 30 to 60 who are beginning their life with a career, motherhood or both. These women are interested in 

staying fit and healthy, shopping, caring for their family, pursuing careers and doing charity work in the Eugene area.

- The Second target audience is college students age 18-25, who have either from parents of a part-time job. These students are interested in studying, attending social gatherings, adjusting 

to the weather change from living in a new area, shopping and going to see movies.



Objectives

To increase blog traffic by 25% by January 
1st, 2012.

To establish a Twitter and Facebook 
presence by gaining 200 followers and 350 
likes by January 1st, 2012.

The objective for the first part of our campaign is to increase blog traffic by 25% over the next eight months. Our second objective is to establish a Twitter  and Facebook presence by gaining 

200 followers and 350 likes by December 1, 2011. 



Provide high quality content for 
blog, Twitter and Facebook.

Campaigns/Raffles

Advertise items, upcoming events 
and style tips

Participate in social media 
conversations

Strategies

- To increase blog traffic, twitter followers and Facebook likes we must provide high quality content for all three platforms. For example on the blog, Trellis can write about ways to create 

outfits based on items currently held in the store, the history of the brands that are sold, loyal customers and current events in the fashion industry. Trellis can then utilize Facebook and 

Twitter to share its blog content to users. 

- To increase Twitter, I recommend doing doing a raffle communications campaign. “What brands do you wish were in Eugene?” We will offer an incentive to help gain feedback to the store 

by raffling off store items to Twitterers and Facebook who respond to the survey questions. This will increase followers with participants who want to be aware of future Twitter raffles and 

Facebook updates. By providing solid content on the blog and tweeting the content to the Twitter world, more users will be inclined to follow and communicate with Trellis Boutique through 

social media outlets. 

- Trellis needs to advertise its items within the store, upcoming events and style tips. This will ensure that primary followers on Twitter, likes on Facebook and blog subscribers will be directly 

involved with Trellis. By implementing cross marketing platforms, all three social media tools will expand at the same rate.

- To gain better connections and incentives to shop at Trellis, the boutique should offer a 10% discount to students at Oregon.

- When it comes to blog comments, Twitter responses, and Facebook wall posts, Trellis will respond to both the good and the bad. Trellis needs to thank users for any feedback that is sent 

their way and use negative comments to help improve their brand. Trellis will monitor comments, but still use social media formats to gain the trust of consumers who see the overall virtual 

conversation. Trellis should also share its appreciation for positive comments. This direct feedback process will encourage more users to participate in discussion and expand Trellis’ 

presence in the social media world.



[Current Blog]

This is Trellis’ current blog. As you can see, it was recently created. There is not much branding on the site, nor can you get the feel for what the blog represents or what Trellis’ is all about.



Trellis Clothing Boutique
Current Events  * Trellis & You  * Seasonal  *  Designers   *Events  * Other*

About Trellis
Trellis Boutique, in Eugene 
Oregon, is a locally owned 
business that is a locally 

owned business that focuses 
on unique fair priced clothing! 

It's french country 
atmosphere with antique rose 
smell entices friends to shop 
and relax while listening to 
eclectic music. Come and see 

for yourself!

Saturday, April 9th

Spring Jewelry Is In!

Jess Kay just unloaded her 
box of amazing new 

designs, and our favorite 
Two Old Bags jewelry is in. 

There are some creative 
new earrings to choose 

from. Their price is 
incredible! We have a new 
vendor that specializes in 
crystal with bling! Great 

for brides! 

Blog Archive
Current Events

Trellis & You

Seasonal

Designers

Events

Other

[My Redesigned Blog]

With this new design, it shows more personality, and help Trellis’ develop itself in the online blogging hemisphere. When individuals visit this blog, they can get a feel for Trellis’ fabulous vibe 
and style.



Tactics:Blog Content

Offer Internship to a 
Journalism Student

Create Content:
5 weekly employee blog posts:

1. Current events in fashion industry

2. How to incorporate Trellis into a wardrobe

3. Seasonal outfits with Trellis clothes

4. Historical Background of Designers/Brands

5. Miscellaneous post for events, sales, contests

- Trellis should offer an internship to a journalism student to create content and edit blog posts until December 2011.

- With 5 employees working at Trellis aside from the owner Tanya, Trellis should also utilize existing employees to write blog posts and require one blog post to be written per week. Each 

employee should specialize in a specific blog post. For example, current events in the fashion industry, another can be how to incorporate new trellis items into your everyday wardrobe. One 

can be about creating seasonal outfits, another can be about the historical background of a brand or designer and lastly there should be a miscellaneous post for upcoming events, sales, 

contests and profile the contest winners. 



[Current Twitter Page]

This is Trellis’ twitter page, once again you can see there is a lack of personal branding. Also, Trellis does not follow anybody and only has 5 followers, one including me. This goes back to 
the two way communication tools in social media. By engaging with Twitter followers and providing rich content, Twitter users will be more likely to engage with Trellis’ social media outlet.



[New Twitter Page]

So, once again, I created a new Twitter design for Trellis. The background photo is of the store, which once again helps create better personal online branding. 



Tactics:Twitter Content

Intern and Owner will: 

Tweet Daily Blog Posts

Share insightful articles or 
blog posts from relatable 
outside sources.

Twitter RT/Reply contest

Converse with Twitterers

-The journalist intern, as well as the owner of Trellis, will co-use the Twitter and Facebook account. The Twitter feed will include daily blog posts from the company's site and share insightful 

articles or posts from outside sources.

- Trellis will implement a contest through Twitter in which they give away an item from the store or a gift card in September 2011, or after receiving 200 Twitter followers and would be, 

preferably a reoccuring event. Twitterers will enter the contest by responding to the question, which will also provide feedback that Trellis can utilize. If Trellis then decided to add a brand to 

the store based on popular responses from the contest, they could write a blog post about the contest and how somebody's feedback influenced their store. This story angle will help the 

customer's feel connected to the store and will increase brand loyalty. 

- Lastly, The account should actively participate with other Twitterers and begin conversing them. This creates a relationship so users will be more wiling to add us to filters.



Tactics: Facebook Content

Update Daily

Organize Photo Albums

accessories, jackets, dresses, 
pants, tops, miscellaneous 
items and sale

Employees working 
responsible for updating 
online inventory

There should be photo albums organized by weekly uploads, as well as albums organized by categories. The categories for albums should be accessories, dresses, pants, tops, jewelry, 

miscellaneous items and sale. So, each item photo should placed into two separate albums, date and category.

mployees working in the store will be responsible for updating the inventory online as it arrives in the store. So, if a new shipment arrives with new items, it is that employee’s responsibility to 

take photos of the items, upload them to Facebook and organize them into the designated categories. If an item on sale is sold, it is up to the working employee to delete the item photo from 

the sale album. 



Evaluation

Facebook Likes

Twitter Followers

Blog Subscriptions/
Hits

Measure sales growth  
from June 1st, 2011 to 
January 1st, 2012

- The strategies will be measured by the increase of Facebook likes, Twitter followers, and blog subscriptions and hits
- Lastly, it is necessary to evaluate monthly sales value, growth or depreciation from June 2011 to December 2011 and compare these values to each month of the previous year.



Questions?

Any questions?

For later questions of 
comments please contact 
me:

Name: Andrea Blythe

email: 
blythe@uoregon.edu

twitter: @ablythe23

If you have any questions please feel free to contact me via email or twitter. Thank You.

mailto:blythe@uorego.edu
mailto:blythe@uorego.edu

